Preparing final files for publication in Zootaxa
Please consult the Information for Authors: www.mapress.com/zootaxa/author.html. If possible, use the common font Times
New Roman for the main text and use as little formatting as possible (use only bold and italics where necessary; and indent
the paragraphs from the second of each section). Special symbols (e.g. male or female sign) should be avoided because they are
likely to be altered when files are converted. You are recommended to code males as m# and females as f#. We can replace them
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end of the manuscript. Vector diagrams/charts generated in programs such as excel can be embedded in the text file as well.
2) Tables. Please use the table function in your word processor to build tables so that the cells can be easily re-sized to fit the
page by the typesetters. Never use the Tab key to type tables, nor use space bar to adjust space. If you did that, please correct them.
3) Figures. Please note that the journal has a matter size of 25 cm x 17 cm (printable area of the main text and plates) and is
printed on A4 paper. If the final size of your plates is greater than this, please crop extra white areas around plates or reduce
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quality. Please do not modify photographs in the jpeg files; the print quality would be severely altered if you did that.
You can modify files in the TIFF file and when completed, convert to high quality jpeg for submission. If you have
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4) Reference list. This must be formatted using Zootaxa style (see below for examples of main types of papers): Please note that
(1) journal titles must be written in full (not abbreviated); (2) journal titles and volume numbers are followed by a “,”;
(3) page ranges are connected by a “n dash”, not a hyphen “-”, which is used to connect two words. For websites, it is
important to include the last date when you see that site, as it can be moved or deleted from that address in the future.
5) Submission of files. Please send final files by e-mail (or ftp) to your subject editor who will then forward files of accepted
versions to Zootaxa office. Plates (if many) may be sent directly to Zootaxa office if the subject editor agrees.
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